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Abstract
A fuel-optimal retrothrust control program is demonstrated to be significantly
superior to an acceleration-type control law for the terminal phase of a propulsive
soft-landing mission to an atmospheric planet, using either a vertical trajectory
or a gravity-turn ballktic trajectory. These trajectories are considered under con-
ditions in which (1) the drag depends quadratically on the velocity and inverse-
exponentially on the altitude, (2) it is desirable to reach zero velocity at zero
altitude, and (3) the terminal value of the ballistic path angle is unspecified.
The equivalent terminal-value optimal control problem (maximizing the final
mass of the space vehicle), which could be termed an "Inverse" Goddard Problem,
is treated by applying Pontryagin's Maximum Principle. It is proved that for both
types of trajectories, the fuel-optimal retrothrust control program is always of
the bang-bang type, composed of only two sections in the optimal control
sequence. The fuel-optimal retrothrust control, when compared with the results
of the acceleration-type control law, gives a decrease of 35% and 55% in fuel
consumption for the vertical and ballistic trajectories, respectively, and a decrease
of 45% and 75% in required controlled landing time for the two types of trajectories,
respectively.
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Fuel-Optimal Retrothrust Control Programs for
Propulsive Soft-landing Maneuvers
in the Presence of Drag
1. Introduction
In this study, the terminal phase of a soft-landing mis-
sion of a space vehicle to an atmospheric planet (e.g., to
Mars or back to earth) is considered. In the context of the
present study, "terminal phase" means:
(1) The space vehicle, having been permanently cap-
tured by the gravitational field, is descending in the
planetary atmosphere toward the planet's surface.
(2) During its atmospheric flight, the space vehicle hzs
decelerated by some means (e.g., aeroshell, para-
chute, lifting maneuver) from its high-entry velocity
to some low, subsonic velocity.
(3) The space vehicle has descended sufficiently cicse to
the planet's surface, and is approaching th, planet
with such a velocity that to achieve a soft landing,
it is necessary to initiate the final deceleration ma-
neuver, which would be accomplished by propulsive
means.
The following assumptions are made:
(1) During the final deceleration maneuver, the space
vehicle would follow a vertical or gravity-turn bal-
listic trajectory.
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(2) The space vehicle's trajectory and attitude controls
are dynamically decoupled during the propulsive
soft-landing maneuver.
(3) The main fuel consumption takes place in controlling
the trajectory of the space vehicle during the pro-
pulsive soft-landing maneuver; i.e., in decelerating
the space vehicle, from a given velocity at a given
altitude to zero, or near-zero, velocity at zero
altitude.
In the present study, these assumptions imply in more
precise terms that only one- or twc-d-mensional motions
of the center of gravity of the space vehicle will be
considered.
The basic question which arises in connection with a
soft-landing mission is the following: during the final de-
celeration maneuver, according to what control law should
the space vehicle be guided from some given initial con-
ditions to the prescribed terminal (landing) conditions?
Selecting an appropriate control law for the final pro-
pulsive deceleration maneuver is certainly a matter of
multilateral considerations. In this study, the question of
an appropriate terminal control law is investigated from
the point of view of fuel consumption, or more precisely,
from the point of view of minimum fuel consumption.
Minimum fuel consumption of a propulsive soft lander
is an important performance criterion, for several reasons.
First of all, fuel consumption is a very natural cost func-
tion when searching for an optimal control law for the
soft-landing problem. The performance of the soft -landing
maneuver with a minimum of mass depletion is certainly
desired. At the same time, minimum fuel consumption as
performance criterion does measure the necessary con-
trol effort in terms of physical forces which must be in-
voked to achieve a soft landing. This criterion also serves
as an additional quantitative measure for judging the
overall performance of a soft -landing mission. Maximum
useful payload delivered to the planet 's surface is a part
of the overall performance of a soft-landing mission.
The question of a minimum fuel-consumption conti al
program for a soft -landing maneuver on an atmospheric
planet is essentially different from the problem of optimal
thrust program for soft landing on a planet ha-ir % no
atmosphere; e.g., on the Moon. This question bas 6e-en
considered by several investigators (Ref. 1). In the cast of
an atmospheric planet, the presence of the gas-dynan,
drag force implies a gratis, additional decelerating force,-
the drag, during the soft -landing maneuver, acts in ', r e
same dynamic sense as the retrothrust. The gas-dynamic
drag force, however, is a strongly state-dependent,
velocity- and altitude-dependent force. During a propul-
sive soft-landing maneuver on an atmospheric planet, the
typical dynamic situation is the followiag: decreasing alti-
tude implies increased d-.-q; decreasing velocity implies
decreased drag; and the retrothrust decreases the velocity
and, at the same time, retards the descent to low altitudes.
The retrothrust, therefore, reduces the decelerating effect
of the drag force.
Reducing the decelerating effect of the drag force,
however, implies increased integrated retrothrust effort
(i.e., increased fuel consumption) in order to achieve a
soft landing. Therefore, de + ermining the minimum fuel-
consumpti , )n burning program for a soft-landing maneuver
on an atmospheric planet will necessarily imply the maxi-
mization of the decelerating effect of the drag force during
the soft-landing maneuver. The time history of the drag,
through its dependency on the velocity and on the alti-
tude of the space vehicle, is implicitly controlled by the
burning program of the retro -rockets.
It is noted that a fuel-optimal thrust program for pro-
pulsive soft landing on an atmospheric planet can be con-
sidered an Inverse Goddard Problem. The context of the
"Original" Goddard Problem implies that the drag force
always acts against the optimization of the terminal values
of some of the state variables. When posing the question
of minimizing the fuel consumption (or equivalently, maxi-
mizing the terminal mass) during a propulsive soft-
landing maneuver in the presence of drag, the context of
the Goddard Problem is actually reversed, since the drag
acts for the performance criterion. The Original Goddard
Problem and its different aspects are extensively treated
in the scientific literature (Ref. 2 and 3). TEe Inverse
Goddard Problem, as it is formulated in the present study
however, has not received any significant attention. This
problem is suggested by future space missions directed
toward planetary surface exploration.
ii. Pontryagin's Maximum Principle
The .t.termination of a fuel-optimal thrust program
K 7 , ►ngs to -lie Mayer-type problem of the calculus of
variations. Minimizing the fuel con:=umption is clearly
equivalent to maximizing .. terminal mass. In this study,
this var:atiorml problem will L_- treated by applying
Pontryagin's Maximum Prineiplc (Refs. 3-5) as it is formu-
lated for the Mayer-typ• :xul-1^m. For the sake of quick
reff rence, the fien&ment,,i -quations of optimal terminal
^- g atrol, in the sf i ►se of Pontryagin's Maximum Principle,
arc briefly ,amn.&Jze6 below.
Consider the ordinary vector differential equation
dx
= f tx (t), u (t)J	 (I)
describing the dynamic behavior of an autonomous system
which has to be controlled, where
t = time
X = {x,, • • • , x„}, n-dimensional state vector
U = (u,, - • • , um ), m-dimensional control vector; ran
The control can be subject to the constraints
IukIGPk
and there are given initial and/or terminal conditions on
the state variables
x►
 (0) = ai	 x, (r) = b,	 (2)
where
7= terminal time (free or fixed)
a ► , bi = constants
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The performance criterion G, which has to be maxi-
mized, or minimized, with respect to the control vector
u (t) is given by the functional (which is assumed to be
di.:erentiable):
	
G = [x (T), T] ; T = terminal time	 (3)
The functional G [x (T), T] describes the state variables of
the control process at the end of the trajectory.
Pontryagin's :Maximum (or Minimum) Principle states
the following necessary condition for optimality: if the
control vector is optimum, i.e., u = u` (the asterisk refers
to the optimum control vector), then the Hamiltonian H
obtains a constant extremum value with respect to the
control vector u over the control interval. The Hamiltonian
is defined by
	
H [x (t), u (t', ,k It)] -_:^ (a (t), t [x (t), u (t) ])	 (4)
where
(,) = Euclidean inner product
X let) = adjomt n-dimensional vector related to H by
da;	 CH
i = 1, •	 , n	 (5)dt - - Cx;
In addition, there is
dx;	 2-H
dt =  ^= t, [x (t), u ( t) l	 n	 (6)
The system of equations given by Eqs. (5) and (6) form
the 2n Hamilton canonical equations. The additional nec-
essary boundary conditions are determined by the trans-
versality condition:
	
(G, + H) dt + (G: — X, dx)1 , =T = 0	 (7)
where
cG	 rG	 a 8GiG` — ^cx > ..	 cx„^'	 Gt	 at
It is necessary that Eq. (7) be evaluated on the terminal
manifold.
The optimum design procedure is as follows: maximize
H with respect to u and find u` = u* (x, a); substitute
u* (x, k) into the Hamilton canonica: equations and solve
the resulting boundary value problem for the optimum
trajectory x* and for the optimum adjoint vector a* subject
to the boundary conditions given by Eqs. (2) and (7). By
knowing x' (t) and V (t), the optimum control function
u` (t) can be determined.
Hence, the optimal terminal control problem is trans-
formed into a split boundary-value problem since, in in-
tegrating the canonical equations, some of the 2n boundary
conditions are given on the init ;al manifold and some of
the 2n boundary conditions are given on the terminal
manifold.
In view of Eq. (7), it is noted that
H` = 0
	
(8)
when the terminal time is free and the performance-index
functional G does not depend on the terminal time.
M. Oyncrnic Equations
In deriving the equations of motion of the space vehicle,
consideration is only given to the following:
(1) The motion of the center of gravity of the space
vehicle.
(2) Two-degrees-of-freedom (planar) motions.
As a convenient reference system, a trajectory-fixed co-
ordinate system is used with its origin located at the
center of gravity of the space vehicle and with unit
vectors eo and eL parallel and perpendicular to the vehicle's
motion. The path angle a is defined as the angle between
the velocity vector and the local (instantaneous) horizontal
(Fig. 1). Furthermore, it is assumed that the planet is
nonrotating and has a quiet (nonmoving) atmosphere and
Fig. 1. State variables for the planar motion of a
ballistic vehicle referred to a trajectory-fixed
coordinate system
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the retrothrust acts antiparallel to the velocity vector. The
acting forces are shown in Fig. 2.
According to Newton's second law, the momentum
balances in the tangential ep and normal eL directions of
motion result in the following differential equations de-
scribing the time histories of velocity v and path angle a
of the space vehicle:
where
ve
 = velocity of the exhaust gas, relative
to the space vehicle; constant, v, > 0
dm
dt = mass flow rate,
dtr 
< 0
The term (V2 /r) cos a in Eq. (10) is a fictitious centrifugal
acceleration which compensates for the curvature of the
T
dv _ r 
sins — 1 (D + T)	 (9)	 spherical planet.
t	 r'=	m
The altitude h of the space vehicle above the planet's
do_ r	 v=	L	 surface and the ground range s of the vehicle, measured
dt — (r2	 r) cos a — m	 (10)	 from some reference vertical, are governed by the follow-
ing kinematic relationships:
where
m = mass of the space vehicle
D, L = gas dynamic drag and lift forces, respectively
r
— = g, acceleration of gravity
r=
r = yM; y is the gravitational constant, M is the
mass of the planet
r = distance of the space vehicle from the center
of the planet
T = rocket thrust, 0 - T ­' T.., defined by
dh
dt = — vsina	 (12)
d — R v cos a	 (13)
whew
R = the radius of the planet.
In these calculations the following reasonable simplify-
ing assumptions can be made:
g = r— = constant;	 (14a)
r'
dm
T = — Cjt ve,
i
D	 L
LOCAL HORIZON
a
s
Fig. 2. Force diagram of a vehicle's
retrothrust atmospheric flight
4
(11)	 R > > h, hence r R = constant	 (14b)
since consideration is given to a flight sufficiently close
to the planet's surface. The fact that a pure gravity-turn
ballistic flight is considered implies that
L = 0	 (14c)
In view of the simplifications introduced by Eqs. (14a-
14c), the kinematic relationships (Eqs. 12 and 13) and the
dynamic relationships (Eqs. 9 and 10) can be written
A= 
—vsina	 (15)
i = v Cosa	 (16)
it
	
u—
R	 cos a	 (17)
 )
v = g sin a — m [D (h, v) + uve]
	
(18)
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in the case of a vertical descent trajectory (a = 900),
Eqs. (15-18) are reduced to: x, = —x2
	 (2A)
h = —v	 (21)
v = g — m [D (h, v) + uv c ]	 (22)
x2 = g — 1 [ D (Xi, x2) -i- VIU]
X3
x3 = — U
(25)
(26)
where the dot means time derivative, and where u is 	 the drag on the velocity is the usual aerodynamic descrip-
introduced as the control force by defining 	 tion of the drag force in the subsonic region.
AT = UV,,
In view of Eq. (11), therefore,
m = —u	 (19)
This means that the mass flow rate is regarded as the
bounded "control force"
OG UGUmax	 (20)
Equations (15-19) are .five coupled, first-order, ordinary
nonlinear differential c luations describing a planar, de-
scending, gravity-turn t allistic flight of a space vehicle in
planetary atmosphere %% ith reasonable accuracy, provided
that the underlying assumptions are valid.
IV. Fuel-Optimal Thrust Program for a
Vertical Soft-Landing Trajectory
A. Formulation of the Optimal Control Problem
The following notations for the dependent variables
are introduced:
x, °= h, altitude
0X. = v, velocity
0
X3 = m, mass
The differential equations, Eqs. (19), (21), and (22),
des:ribing the system to be controlled can then be
rei nitten
Equation (19) remains unchanged.	 where 0G u ^ um.. is the bounded control.
In order to complete the dynamic description of the 	 The prescribed end canditions are as follows:
problem, the form of the drag force D (h, v) is specified
by the following functional model: 	 At t = 0:
D (h, v) = Kv2 exp (—bhh)	 (23)
where
K = (m,/2A) (po) = constant
o = ballistic coefficient; A = mI/CoA
m„ = reference mass of the space vehicle
pa = ground level atmospheric density on the planet
b = inverse atmospheric scale factor constant
(reflecting the shape of the atmospheric
density distribution)
The exponential atmospheric-density distribution is valid
for an isothermal atmosphere in hydrostatic equilibrium;
it is a reasonable description of the atmospheric-density
distribution in low altitudes. The quadratic dependence of
X, = a,	 (27a)
X2 = a2	 given values > 0
	 (27b)
X3 = a3
	 (27c)
At t =7., where the terminal time T is free:
x,=0
	
(27d)
x2=0
	 (27e)
X? = free; > 0
	 (27f)
The optimal control problem is the following: Among
all admissible controls u, find the one that maximizes the
terminal value of x3i i.e., that maximizes the performance
criterion functional
G= x3 (T)	 (28)
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subject to the prescribed end conditions given by
Eqs. (27a-27f). It is assumed that there is sufficient con-
trol capability to meet the given terminal conditions.
The Hamiltonian, defined by Eq. (4), for this problem is 
^
H = — A ,x_ + ;	
1
I g — 1 D (x,, x:)
	
v
] — L^2 
e + a3uL	 x:,	 x3
(29)
The adjoint variables (k i ) are nontrivial solutions of the
system of adjoint equations, defined by Eq. (5), which
now become:
on a finite, closed-time interval, then the optimal control
is indeterminate. This means that variable-thrust subares
can be parts of the optimal control program when Eq. (36)
is realized.
The condition expressed by Eq. (36) is called the singu-
larity condition. To obtain a complete answer to the opti-
mization problem, one has to investigate whether the
singularity condition can hold on any finite, closed-time
interval (Ref. 6). This is generally the case when the con-
trol appears linearly in the Hamiltonian.
B. The Singularity Condition and the General Behavior
of the Switching Function
a., aD
x, ax,
x.. aD
i2
 = Al + x, ax:
2 [D (x,, x,) + vein
The transversality condition, Eq. (7), gives
X,, (r) = 1
and
H• = 0
over the control interval.
Let us define
(30) When the singularity condition o — 0 holds on a finite,
closed-time interval, then, in view of the Hamiltonian in
(31) Eqs. (29) and (33b), there also is
(32)
—X x: + a3 I g — x D (x,, x3)^ = 0	 (37)
The function o is the collected coefficients of the control u
as it appears in the Hamiltonian, while the function ,7 is
constituted by the remaining terms of the Hamiltonian
(33a) H'=0.
Differentiating a with respect to the time and combin-
(33b) ing the result with the relevant canonical equations (26),(31), and (32), we obtain
1 r	 "J
	
a,v^ + a2 — v, aD— — D ( x,, xZ ) J = 0	 (38)
X3 	axz
o	 v^ \	 Equations (37) and (38) form a homogeneous, linear, alge-
o = xZ x3 1 + 1►3	 (34)	 braic system for the two unknowns k, and k, along the
singular optimal subares, if any.
which is termed the switching function. Then, by formally
performing	 A nontrivial solution of Eqs. (37) and (38) exists if, and
orly if, the coefficient determinant of these two equa-
	
aH— 0
	
tions vanishes:
au
/ D
_X2	 (
 9— x3it can be seen that the Hamiltonian is maximized by 	 \
= 0	 (39)
uM„„ whenever o < 0	 v,	 z ve @D — D
U =	 (35)0, whenever c > 0
Solving the determinant, we obtain
which is a bang-bang type of control. When
xl \	 aD	 (40)x3g = D 1 + ve J 
^ xZ ax,
	
a — 0	 (36)
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Equations (42) and (43), substituted into Inequality (41),
yield
L \1 + X2 — nI >0	
(44)
V')
Now, when
A fundamental relation is established by Eq. (40) in
terms of the state variables which must hold along the
singular optimal subares, if any. To state the possibility
of existence of singular optimal subares, it is necessary to
investigate whether or not Eq. (40) can hold physically.
Since the mass x:, and the acceleration of gravity g are
positive quantities, we have x,g > 0; it must be true,
therefore, that
rD (1+ x —x - aD ^>0	 (41)
LL \	 ve )	 8x.,
Assuming the following functional form for the drag
force D,
D (x,, x•_) = K x^ f (x,)	 (42)
where K > 0, x.: > 0, f (x,) > 0 (that is, D > 0), we obtain
x, aD = nKe f (x,) = nD	 (43)
U = umu preceding a section with u = 0, it is necessary
that the switching function u attains at least one maximum
point at a time t', a (t') = 0, when o > 0 (which implies
u = 0 at that time) since o, being made up of absolutely
continuous functions, is itself an absolutely continuous
function of time, as shown in Fig. 3.
0, 11 	 °>0, V'=0
-0
0
,,	 t	 I	 t
T
^mox ---^
I
11
1I
0
T	 ,
Fig. 3. A nonsingular switching function and
corresponding fuel-optimal control
Since xz < ve (as a matter of fact, x= < < Ue), and since
n = 2, Eq. (23) is the adopted model for the drag force,
inequality (41) or (44) can never be satisfied. This fact
rules out the possibility of singular optimal control. The
fuel-optimal thrust program for a vertical soft-landing
maneuver, therefore, is of the bang-bang type given by
Eq. (35).
The possibility that variable -thrust subares can be part
of the fuel-optimal thrust program have been ruled out;
the remaining problem is the general behaviour of the
switching function o. More specifically, how many switch-
ings of u = 0 and u = um*x constitute the fuel-optimal
thrust program? For physical reasons, it is obvious that
the last two sections of the fuel -optimal control program
have to be in the following sequence:
U* _ ( ... , 0, ums:)	 (45)
In order to achieve the prescribed terminal conditions, the
fuel-optimal thrust program must end with u... The
question is whether it is possible to have another u = UMA X
section in the optimal control sequence prior to the next
to the last section, which is u = 0. To have a section with
	
o= a x3
1
+a3 >0	 (46)
then H* = 0 implies (since u* = 0)
—a,x2 + a2 t g — 1 D^ = 0	 (47)
X3
If v = 0, then it implies (since i, = 0)
2D
X,ve + 
x3
a:	 (
ve ax" — D = 0	 48)
The conditions for maximum a(& = 0) when o > 0, as
expressed by Eqs. (47) and (48), could be satisfied at an
isolated time point t' in four different ways, as follows:
(1) Case 1. Eqs. (47) and (48) could be satisfied by
—x2	 9_ _3)
= 0	 (49)
Ve	 z	
— DI Ve aD	 l
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yielding
	
	 Equation (55), in view of the adjoint Eqs. (30) and (31),
/ would imply that A, (t') = a2 (t') = 0. Consequently,
	
x,g = D (1 + x2 \ — x2 aD	 (50)	 o = (y) = 0 if a, (t') =,k.-, (t') = 0, which contradicts the
\\	 ve	axe	 necessary condition; that is, o (t') < 0, if o has a maximum.
However, Eq. (50) cannot be satisfied for the same
physical reasons outlined in the analysis of the
singularity condition. Consequently, Case 1 must
be ruled out.
(2) Case 2. Eqs. (47) and (48) could be satisfied by
a, (t') = 0 with X2 (t') * 0	 (51)
with the result that Eqs. (52a) and (52b) must be
true:
g — 
D
D = 0	 (52a)
Ve	 —aD D = 0	 (52b)—
ax,
simultaneously. However, Eq. (52b) can never be
satisfied, since, r, cording to the adopted model for
the drag force D, we have
ve^D--D=(4v'-1)D>0
	 (53)
L
This inequality is always true, since V, > x2• Con-
sequently, Case 2 also must be ruled out.
(3) Case 3. Eqs. (47) and (48) could be satisfied by
Having ruled out the possibility of the existence of
maximum points of the switching function, when v > 0
it means that there is no way to realize a u = u,,,„ x section
prior to the next to the last section (which is u = 0) in
the optimai control sequence. This proves that the fuel-
optimal thrust program for a vertical soft-landing trajec-
tory, under the specified gas-dynamic drag conditions, is
a bang-bang type of control composed of only two sections
in the optimal control sequence
u* _ (Q u,n„x )	 (57)
It is interesting to note that the result provided by
Eq. (57) is in sharp contrast to the fuel-optimal thrust
program for the equivalent Original Goddard Problem
where the thrust is an accelerating force and the drag
is a position- and velocity-dependent decelerating force;
i.e., sending a rocket upward, vertically, from zero alti-
tude and zero velocity to a prescribed altitude and velocity
with a minimum amount of fuel consumption, under the
influence of drag. Examining the equivalent singularity
condition in that case yields the following relation, which
must be compared with Eq. (40):
	
x:,g = D( x, — 11 + x_ ,D	 (58)V,	 /	 r r•=
This relation can be physically realized for the adopted
a2 (t') = 0 with a, (t') * 0	 (54)	 model drag force since, in view of Eq. (43) with n = 2, it
yields for Eq. (58)
This case also must be ruled out since x 2 and v,
are always different from zero.
(4) Case 4. Eqs. (47) and (48) could be satisfied by
x:,g = D( x, + 1^	 (59)
vp
,l, (t') _ 'k2 (t') = 9	 (55)	 where it is always true that
The condition given by Eq. (55) does not imply a trivial
solution since, in view of Eq. (46), a, (t') * 0. This case is
also ruled out by examining the second derivative of o,
since at maximum o we must have v (t') < 0. By recalling
that z, = 0 when u = 0, we have
= l Jve + L2 ( ve aD _ \ x 2 d r aD	 1X, ` ax.. D J + x, dt `”` axL D J
(56)
Dx" +1J>0	 (60)(V,
This means that variable-thrust subares can be part of
the fuel-optimal thrust program for the equivalent Origi-
nal Goddard Problem (Ref. 7). This certainly contrasts
the character of the fuel-optimal thrust program, Eq. (57),
for the Inverse Goddard Problem where the thrust, as
well as the drag, is a decelerating force.
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C. Numerical Results
Having determined the character of the fuel-optimal
thrust program for vertical soft-landing trajectories under
the influence of drag, the optimization problem is reduced
to solving the six canonical equations, Eqs. (30-32) and
(34-36) with the prescribed end conditions which are spec-
ified partly at the beginning and partly at the end of the
trajectory. More specifically, three conditions are given
at t = 0: x, (0), x_ (0), x, (0); and three conditions are
given at t= r: x, (T), x, (T), a, (r). The terminal time T is
free. Since, in this case, there is no analytical solution
to the problem, we must rely on numerical integration by
trial and error. That is, one must guess the missing initial
conditions, integrate the canonical equations, and iterate
the guessing and integrating procedure so long as the
prescribed terminal conditions are not satisfied. This is
usually a difficult way to solve the problem. Fortunately,
in the present case, we can ease the guessing—iterating
procedure by observing that at the (free) terminal time
T there may be not just three but five fixed conditions for
the six canonical equations. We have
X, (T) = 0,
	 x_' (T) = 0,	 X, (T) = 1	 (61)
and, since D (r) = 0 and u* (T) = ul,ax, the Hamiltonian
H* = 0, evaluated at T, yields
X1(.) —	 x, (r)UmaxO g —	 (67).T ^: T	 t./Cu111RY
Thus, if a proper value is selected for x, (T) = terminal
mass, there will be two more fixed-end conditions [x, (T)
and X_ (r)] in addition to the three end conditions given by
Eq. (61). Therefore, when integrating the six canonical
equations in backward time we had to guess only one
missing condition. The guessing—iterating procedure for
the missing value of X, (T), however, actually becomes
a tracking of some initial manifolds which are consistent
with the given terminal conditions in the sense of the
fuel-optimal retrothrust control program specified by
Eq. (57). It is also noted that manipulating with only one
open-end condition, in solving the canonical equations
in backward time, is completely consistent with the posed
optimization problem; in searching for the fuel-optimal
thrust program, only one condition is left open: that is,
the final mass.
When integrating the canonical equations in forward
time, we can also find simplifications for guessing the
missing initial conditions. If it is assumed, for example,
that the given initial conditions are located in that control
region where u* = 0, the Hamiltonian, H* = 0, evaluated
at t = 01 yields:
	
a, (0) _	 XL, (0)	 [gx, (0) — D (0)]	 (63)XL
 (0) x;, (0)
Since u* = 0 implies a > 0, there also is a bound on A, (0):
	
X,
	 (0) > — a_ (0) x, (0)
	
(64)
As an example, the fuel-optimal thrust program for a
propulsive vertical soft-landing trajectory to Mars has
been computed with the following end conditions:
At t = 0: altitude = 20000 ft
velocity = 900 ft /s
mass = 10001bm = 31.08 slugs
At t = T: altitude = 0
velocity = 0
In the calculations, the following Martian parameters
were applied:
g = 12.3 ft/s"
P, = 1.3210-5 slugs/ft3
b = 2.1.510-5 ft-'
(The values of p„ and b correspond to the VM-7 atmo-
sphere.')
For the characteristics of the retrorocket, it has been
assumed that
1F,, = 300 lbf-s/Ibm
T..x = 1500 lbf
These are equivalent to
v, = 9652 ft/s
T
	
Umax	 = 0.1554 slugs/s— 1—^^
For the ballistic coefficient, the following was used:
0.3 slug/ft
'Internal communication, 1973 Voyager Capsule System Constraints
and Requirements Document, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, January 1,
1967.
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T = mCg + 2It^
	 (65)
u = m ( g + 2h)	 (66)Ve \
ReclOred
Fuel con- Difference, controlled Difference,Program sumption, ,t time for %
.1m, slugs soft landing,
Fuel-optimal 3.12 —35 32.5 —45
ATCL 4.23 56.5
This corresponds to a mass flow rate
The specified end conditions and parameter values were
taken from JPL sources 2, 3 where they were applied as
typical values for a Voyager-type Martian propulsive soft-
landing problem. In these documents the following feed-
back control law (acceleration-type thrust program) was
applied for the soft-landing problem on Mars:
The adjoint variables A l , A2 i A:; and the switching function o
are depicted on Fig. 5. The basic results are presented in
Table 1.
Table 1. Comparison of results fur the
fuel-optimal thrust program and
the ATCL for a vertical descent
The Acceleration Tvpe Control Law (ATCL) is ob-
tained in the following manner : 2 In the case of a vertical
descent in vacuum the equations of motion for a constant
thrust and constant acceleration of gravity are
y= —(a—g)t+v	 (67a)
y = — 2 (a — g) V + vt	 (67b)
For a soft landing, the boundary conditions on these equa-
tions are 0 = 0 when y = h. For these conditions Eqs. (67a)
and (67b) result in
a = g + t
2v — 
t2
2h	 (67c)
t = a -	 (67d)
Solving these equations for the acceleration a yields
a = g + 2h	 (67e)
Through the command for acceleration a as given in
Eq. (67e), a soft landing is achieved.
The numerical results obtained for the fuel-optimal
thrust program are displayed in Fig. 4. For the sake of
comparison, the results obtained by applying the ATCL,
given in Eq. (66), are also depicted on the same figure.
2 Internal communication, Propuhive Lander Control System Interim
Report, April 18, 1967.
3 Intemal communication, Voyager Standardized Soft Lander Report
Outline, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, August 15, 1966.
It must be emphasized that the fuel-optimal control
program requires a much briefer controlled time for a
soft landing than the ATCL.
This is interesting since no minimum time requirement
in the optimal control problem was posed; the terminal
time was merely 'left open.
It must also be observed that from the point of view of
implementation, the fuel-optimal thrust program has the
advantage of being a one -level constant-thrust program,
while the ATCL provides a variable-thrust program.
The d'e'ference in fuel consumption for the two thrust
programs can be best explained by examining the time
histories of the drag force during the period of the two
types of control (Fig. 3d). In the case of a fuel-optimal
thrust program, the drag increases in the first 12.5 s while
the retroengine is still off. The reason for increased drag
is obvious if one examines Figs. 4a and 4b; during that
period of time the velocity remains practically constant,
but the space vehicle flies to more and more dense atmo-
spheric regions.
In the case of the ATCL, however, the drag decreases
during the entire period of control. When the retroengine
is being turned on in the fuel-optimal control program,
the drag is about 3 times greater than the corresponding
value of drag in the ATCL. This amply illustrates that
minimizing the fuel consumption implies the maximiza-
tion of the deceleration effect of the drag force during the
soft-landing maneuver; the time history of the drag force,
through its dependency on the velocity and altitude, is
implicately controlled by the burning program of the
retrorockets.
In the numerical calculations, the pluming effects, that
is, the change in aerodynamics due to the retroengine's
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exhaust plumes, were not considered since the quantita-
tive description of these effects is not well known.
V. Fuel-Optimal Thrust Program for a Ballistic
Soft-landing Trajectory
A. Formulation of the Optimal Control Prob4m
The following notations for the dependent variables are
introduced:
X1 = h, altitude
At t = r (terminal time, r free):
X, = 0	 (73f)
xZ = free, > 0	 (73g)
x, = free, 0 < x, (r) t= 7r/2	 (73h)
X. = 0	 (731)
X5 = free, > 0	 (731)
The optimal control problem is now the following:
among all admissible controls u, find the one that maxi-
mizes the terminal value of x 5, that is, that maximizes the
performance criterion functional
	
X2 = s, ground range 	 G = x5 (r)	 (74)
X3 a, path angle
	
	
subject to the prescribed end conditions, Eqs. (73a-73j).
It is assumed that there is sufficient control capability to
X4	 v, velocity
meet the prescribed terminal conditions.0
= 
As defined by Eq. (4), the Hamiltonian for this problem
o	 becomesX" - m, mass	
\
The differential equations, Eqs. (15-19), describing the 	 H = _ .l,x, sin r,, + J1ax{ cos x, + a, (X4g - R i cos x,
system to be controlled can then be rewritten \
	
+ ^+ [ g sin x•,	 1.- — D (x,,	 (p,x;) - ^^- + n,
1 
u
z, _ - x; sin x, (68)	 x;,	 x5
(75)
z2 = x, cos x,	 (69)
The adjoint variables A i are nontrivial solutions of the
system of adjoint equations, defined by Eq. (5), which
g x'	 (70) now become
	
x;, _	 - R cos x;,X4
1	 a, x' 
aD	
(76)X4 = g sin x:, — — [D (x,, x.) ^- vIu]	 (71)	 x5 ax,
x5
i5 = -u	 (72)	 .l_ = 0	 (77)
where u is the bounded control: 0 G u L um.x.	 X, = A,& cos x, + x,x, sin x.,
The prescribed end conditions are as follows: 	 + a;, (E
- R sin 	 x, - a,g cos x,	 (78)
Att=0:
	
x, = a,	 (7 )	 a. = X, sin x, - a, cos x, + a, s + R cos x,
	
x: = a:	 (73b)+ A, aD
X3 = a, given values > 0	 (73c)	 x5 ,	 (79)Tx 
	
X4 = a.	 (73d)
	
x5 = a5	 (73e)	 ^: _ '- zs [D (x,, x.) + v^ti]	 (80)
3
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The transversality condition, Eq. (7), gives
	
	 To obtain a complete answer to the optimization prob-
lem, it is necessary to determine whether the singularity
A, (r) = 0	 (81a)	 condition, Eq. (85), can hold on any finite, closed-time
interval.
Aa (r) = 0	 (81b)
AS (r) = 1	 (81c)	 B. The Singularity Condition and the General Behavior
of the Switching Function
and
When the singularity condition, Identity (85), holds
H' = 0
	
(81d)	 on a finite, closed-time interval, then in view ,f the
Hamiltonian, Eqs. (75) and (81d), and taking into account
over the control interval.	 Eq. (82), we also have
	
In view of the terminal condition A2 (7)= 0, Eq. (77)	 — A,x. sin x, ^ A,(x. — R 1 cos x,yields
A, =0	 (82)	 r
+	 I
	
A. I g sin x, —  D (x,, x•) = 0
	
(88)
over the entire control interval. 	 L
Let us define	 The switching function a is the collected coefficient of the
control u as it appears in the Hamiltonian, while the func-
/ v^	 tion v is identical with the remaining terms of theAv = A. xa ^ + A,	 (83)	 Hamiltonian H' = 0 with A: == 0.
	
which again is termed a \switching function. Then, by	 Differentiating o with respect to the time and combin-
formally performing	 ing the result with the relevant canonical equations,
Eqs. (72), (79), and (80), we obtain for the singular con-
8H _	 trol domain, if any (where, in view of Eq. (85), all deriva-
au — 0	 fives of a must vanish),
vie maximize the Hamiltonian by	
011 11b= A, sin x, +A, 	+ R J cos x,
U...' whenever v < 0
U =
	
	
(84)	 + A, x [aD  — D (x,, x.)^ = 0	 (87)
0, whenever o> 0
Equations (88) and (87) are two homogeneous, linear,
which L a bang-bang type of control. 	 algebraic equations for the three unknowns A,, A,, and A..
A third, independent relation can be obtained by forming
When	 the second derivative of a, which also must vanish, and
combining the result with the relevant canonical equa-
o M 0	 (85)	 tions. It is noted that c = 0 necessarily yields a homoge-
neous, linear algebraic relation for A,, A,, and A., since
	
on a finite, closed- ;ime interval, then the optimal control	 A, does not appear in the canonical equations and A, = 0;
	
is indeterminate; this implies that variable -thrust subares	 furthermore, ii is linear in the derivati-es of the adf pint
can be part of the optimal control program. 	 variables A,. After sot - re algebra, we obtain, for ii = 0,
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	1 eD	 1	 sin x3	 D + v,u	 aD
x	
cost x,
, L	
C—J	 L 
2g2	+ 22g	 + -- — sin x, — — D sin:r, + ,1, coS x,	 + g
	
X,	 X5 ax,	 x5v	 x,	 x;x	 x x 5 c'x.
_ gD	 15 ^ D	 D	 r sin xg aD — g- cost x3 — g cos' x,	 / 1 ^D — 1 -D \
+— _--	 + A,	 — gsmX3
 l	
aX	 2
	
V,x x S 	 Rx aX,	 RU FXS	 L X5 ax,	 x2	 R	 OFXS	 X, aX,
	
1 '_i	 aDD + VeU 
r 
1 aD _ 1 a 2D _ D (aD _ D _ x, sin x; a 2D _ 1 8D
+ YSa) +	 xs	 \ UFXS aXs	 x; aX^)	 UFx25 ax, + 
u
xs ax, 
	
UF)	 X5	 ax, ax,	 OF aX,) — ()
(88)
A homogeneous, linear algebraic system is formed by
Eqs. (86-88) in the three unknowns al, a3, and a,. To have
a nontrivial solution for the three unknowns, the system's
coefficient determinant must vanish. Note that the coeffi-
cients of Eqs. (86-88) are in terms of the state variables
and of the control u. Consequently, the condition of the
vanishing of the determinant will necessarily be expressed
in a synthetic form; i.e., in terms of the state variables,
and eventually in terms of the control. If the resulting
expression will explicitly contain the conrrcl u, then the
condition of the vanishing determinant immediately
yields an expression for the singular cc atrol u sing in terms
of the state variables. (Provided that the resulting expres-
sion will give such values that are ciDnsistert with the im-
posed constraint on the control.)
Solving the coefficient determinant of the homogeneous,
linear algebraic system for a,, x3, and a,, given by Eqs. (86-
88), and after extensive algebraic manipulations, we
obtained the following expression:
—LF
(Ql+Q 2 + Q3
— D)	 (89;usi:,g =  
where
Q, = DgxS sir x3 Ivex; !ctg2x	 sin
	
3 — 1)	 I J
= x:,
+ (gx5 sin x3) 2 	 (90)
2 32ll	 aD/ 2	 x,\Q2 = gx5 sin x3 L x+
 
ax-4
, — X4 8x `ctg x3 — 1 + L J
	
,	 'F
	
+ g
aD(1 + 
x, / _ g 82D 
J	
91)
ax, `	 vF /	 8X, 8X4 J
'r	 D	 /	 x, \
Q3 = gx 5 sin X3ctg2 x3 
x;
gR L x+ 	 D `1 + v J
	
^	 F
(92)
c-D + x, 
ax l
Q, = X'—
ax;	 ax,	 OF
x;	 x,
+ D —0— — 1 +gx5 sin x3	
(93)
tip"
	c,
Note that Q3 = 0 if R = oo; i.e., if the curvature of the
spherical planet is neglected and the landing ground
is regarded as a plane. This can be done, without making
serious error in computing the vehicle's altitude, if the
horizontal distance traveled during the ballistic soft-
landing ..ianeuver is relatively short. (In that case, the
assumption R = x should have been introduced into the
dynainic equations and then Q3 would not have appeared
in Eq. (89), since the expression for Q 3 originates from
the fictitious centrifugal acceleration due to the spheri.
curvature of the planet).
If o = 0 in a finite, closed-time interval and
	
0 < using < umax	 (94)
where using is given by Eq. (89) with Eqs. (9093), then
singular control, that is, variable-thrust subarc, can be
part of the fuel-optimal control program. If so, then the
singular optimal control law is given by Eq. (89), with
Eqs. (90-93) forming a synthetic expression.
To determine the possible existence of singular optimal
subares, it is necessary to investigate whether Eq. (89),
with Eqs. (9093), can physically hold. Assuming that the
functional form of the model drag force is given by
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Eq. (42), then the following partials of the drag are 	 a= D
_ 
_ _ D
bn 	 O
obtained:	 2x18x,	 x,
eD	 8=D = n (n — 1) D	 (95d)
ax = —
bD	 (95a)	 cx	 x;
Assuming the quadratic drag law (n = 2) and substitut-
cD_ n D
	 95b'	
mg the resulting expressions from Eqs. (95a- 95d) into
cx, x,	 (	 Eqs. (90-9,?), we obtain for the singular control, if any,
1
	
	 Dgx, sin x,
	9X.-, sin x.,	 x,	 D	 x,
V, 	 x,x,	 D 
	 ve	 gx, sinx, [ 	 ve (5- 14)] V,gx, sin x, + D ^3 — ve 15 — vr^^
+ Cb + 1 ctg=x,) \1 — V) — 1 — ctg2x, ( 2 — x' )R	 uP / sip' x,	 \	 v, (96)
If we assume that x, < < v., i.e., the traveling velocity of
the space vehicle is much less than the exhaust velocity
of the burning gas, and R ^_— oc, i.e., disregarding the
planet's curvature, then Eq. (96) simplifies to
1	 Dgx, sin x,	 gx, sin x.	 bx:;
Using — v, • gx, sin x, + 3D I D	 + g
Regarding the general behavior of the switching func-
tion o in the case of ballistic soft.-landing trajectories, with
the specified end conditions, the following two statements
can be proved:
(1) At the terminal time r,
Cr (r) 0 0	 (98)
+3(1 +	 D	 1+ 2 CO.;` 	 (97)
 gx, sin x;,)	
s'-
 
sin"
It is interesting to note that in the case of vertical tra-
jectory, an expression has been obtained for the singular
control hypersurface, Eq. (40), and by examining its loca-
tion in the state space it could be generally concluded
that there is no way for realizing a = 0 in a finite, closed-
time interval; this would imply that the trajectory has to
i; s in a physically excluded region of the state space. In
the case of a ballistic trajectory, however, the analysis
of the singular condition did not result in an expression
for the singular control hypersurface. Instead of that, a
synthetic expression for the singular control itself was
obtained, Eqs. (96) or (97). From the expression for using,
genera' conclusions cannot be made regarding the exis-
tence of a singular control hypersurface. Equation (96)
or (97) merely states that if a = 0 in a finite, closed-time
interval, then u,,,, R, as given in Eq. (96) or (97), enters
into the candidate extremal curves, provided that ua ,,, g is
in the interior of the admissible set U.
(2) For o (t') > 0 with 6 (t') = 0 and o (t') < 0, there is
a unique condition which must be satisfied:
	
a, (t') = 0,	 a, (t') =^4_ 0,	 x, (t') =f- 0
(99a)
such that
x, (t') g sin x,,	 3D (t')	 (99b)
and
(t')
2+ b x4 (t') - 3 C+t&Z , (t')
	
a, (t') >	 2 ctgx, (t')	 (mac)
simultaneously. If these conditions cannot be satis-
fied, then o > 0 is a continuously decreasing func-
tion of time.
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Statement 1 can be easily proved. If we assume that
V (T) = 0, then to satisfy H" = 0 at the terminal time T,
we must have x, (T) = 0, since x, (T) = a3 (T) = D (T) = 0.
The defining equation for o, Eq. (83,, however, yields a
fixed value, different from zero, for ,k, (T) if o (r) = 0, since
,ks (T) = 1. Therefore, the singularity condition at the ter-
minal time is not compatible with the given terminal con-
ditions. Consequently, at the terminal time T, we must
have (r (T) -A 0 in order to satisfy H` = 0 and the terminal
conditions.
Regarding Statement 1, it is noted that Eq. (96) or (97)
yields the following value for u e ,,, g at the terminal time T
when x, (r) = D (T) = 0:
u ni oc (T) =	 x5 (7)g sin x3 ( T )	 ( 100)V 
This value of u., is always in the interior of the admis-
sible control set U since there must always be
T,.ax = veu,,,ax > x59
	
(101)
to be able to stop the space vehicle. The maximum avail-
able retrothrust must always be greater than the weight
of the space vehicle in order to achieve a soft land;ng.
Therefore, Eq. (100) and Inequality (101) seemingly indi-
cate the possibility of having a singular optimal subarc
(variable-thrust subarc) as the terminating section of the
fuel-optimal burning program. This possibility, however,
is ruled out by Statement 1. The proof of Statement 1
illustrates, furthermore, that the manner in which singular
subares enter into the candidate extremal curves of the
canonical equations, is essentially determined by the
split-boundary conditions for the canonical equations.
It follows immediately from Statement 1 that the ter-
minating section of the fuel-optimal retrothrust program
is UM..; that is,
U* _ ( • - - , u,„8x )	 (102)
canonical equations, we must have
g	 1 aD _ D 0
A, sin x3 + A3 cos x3 2 + 'k* —	 _X,	 xs ax,	 ve
When o > 0 then, since u' = 0, H` = 0 yields
—X, sin x3	 g+ A, 9 + 
a,
x,xs (xsg sin x3 -- D) = 0
The maximum point requirement implies, furthermore,
that o (t') < 0. That is, the expression given by Eq. (88)
must be less than zero. In deriving Eqs. (104) and (105)
it was assumed that R c- oo . There are seven different
ways in which Eqs. (104) and (105) can be satisfied:
(1) Case 1.
,k1 (e) =x, (e) = x, (e) = 0,	 x, (i) > 0
However, in view of Eq (88), this implies that
v (t') = 0, which contradicts the necessary condition
for having maximum point. Therefore, Case 1 must
be ruled out.
(2) Case 2.
x, (e) =,k, (e) = 0,	 'k3 (1) 0 O,	 kb (L) > 0
(3) Case 3.
x3 (e) = a, (e) = 0,	 x, (e) =* 0,	 xs (r) > 0
These two cases must be ruled out, too, since the
coefficients of X, aid x 3 are always different from
zero.
(104)
(105)
(4) Case 4.
since, in view of Eq. (77), we must have u (r) 0 0 to satisfy
the prescribed terminal condition x, (r) = 0. In view of
Eq. (84), Eq. (102) implies that
a(:-) < 0	 (103)
Statement 2 can be proved, step by step, as follows.
When v = 0 then, by taking into account the relevant
x, W) _'X3 W) = 0,	 x. (r) 0 0
In this case we must simultaneously have
xsg sin x3 — D = 0	 (106a)
aD D = 0	 (106b)Ue ax, —
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But, in view of the rmcc .e? drag force, Eq. (23), we
have
aD 2v, D
v, ; _
C X4 	x4
which is alwaN greater than D since v, > x4 . There-
fore, Case 1 n- .irt also be ruled out.
(5) Case 5.
.X4 (e) = 0,	 'k1 (e) =A 0,	 x, (e) o 0,
a,(t')>0
Then we must have
—1	 ccsx,
= 0	 (107)
1	 1
which, in view of Eq. (73h), can not be satisfied.
Therefore, this case must be excluded.
(6) Case 6.
ag (e) = 0,	 x, (t') =A 0,	 X. (t') =A 0
Then we must have
Then we must have
1	 z (x,g sin x, — D)
= 0	 (109x)
1
	 C
3D — D\
ax4 	V'
yielding
x,\	 aD	
(109b)x,gsinx,=D 1--J+x4ax4
V
In view of the model drag force, Eq. (23), and by
assuming x4 << v, Eq. (109b) results in
x,g sin x, = 3D (109c)
which is a realizable equality. Substituting
Eq. (109c) into Eq. (88), where now A, = 0, we
find, after some algebra, that in order to satisfy
v (t') < 0 we must have
2+ b x; — 3ctg2x3	 (109d)g
a4 >	 2 ctgxg
This completes the proof of Statement 2.
1	 It follows from Statement 2 that if the very unique
	
—1	 x4 (x,g sin x., — D) 	
conditions A, (t') = 0 and E.q& (109c) and (109d) are not
= 0	 (108a)	 or cannot be satisfied simultaneously at an isolated time
	
1
	
	 ^
aD — D\	 point t' when o > 0, then the fuel-optimal retrothrust
,Jx4 vt 	program can have, at most, three sections in the following
sequence:
yielding
x,g sin x, = D ( 1 + ' t — x4 a^	 (108b)
which is physically meaninglless since the left-hand
side of this equation is always positive while the
right-hand sidE, in view of the model drag force
Eq. (23), is always negative. Consequently, this case
also must be eliminated.
(7) Case 7.
X, (t') = 0,	 X, (t') * 01	 x. (t') =A 0
U' _ to, Using, Umax)	 (110)
provided that v = 0 in a finite, closed-time interval. If o
never vanishes in a finite, closed -time interval, then
there is
U' _ (0,U..)	 (111)
The conditions involved in Statement 2 and the vanishing
of the switching function o can be tested only by actual
computation of given cases.
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C. Numerical Results
Having derived general information on the character of
the fuel-optimal retrothrust program for ballistic soft-
landing trajectories under the influence of drag, we re-
duced the optimization problem to solving the eight canon-
ical equations, Eqs. (68), (70-72), (76), and (78-80), with
the prescribed end conditions, which are specified partly
at the beginning and partly at the end of :he trajectory.
More specifically, four conditions are given at t = 0,
[x, (0), x, (0), x, (0), x5 (0)), and four conditions are given
at t =7-, [x, (r), x, (r), _X, (r), ,i5 (r)J, and the terminal time
T is free. It should be noted that two canonical equations,
Eq. (69) and Eq. (77), are decoupled from the optimum
searching procedure, since Eq. (77) yields zero over the
entire control interval and Eq. (69) simply means integra-
tion along the optimal trajectory determined by the re-
maining canonical equations. Since, in this case, the
canonical equations cannot be integrated analytically,
numerical integration by trial-and-error-technique must
be applied. The guessing-iterating procedure is eased,
however, by integrating the eight canonical equations in
backward time, since it is observed that, in view of
u• (r) = umas and the given terminal conditions, the
Hamiltonian H' = 0 evaluated at the (free) terminal time
T yields
(T) =	 x5 ( T) ue,ax	 (112)
gx5 (T) sin x, (T) — v,umax
By selecting a proper x 5 (T) = terminal mass, and a proper
x, (T) = landing angle, there are three more fixed terminal
conditions in addition to the four given terminal condi-
tions, x, (T) = 0, x, (T) = 0,.k., (T) = 0, a5 (T) =1. The eighth
necessary terminal condition remains open. When inte-
grating the eight canonical equations in backward time,
therefore, it is necessary to guess only one missing con-
dition; that is, a, (T). The guessing-iterating procedure
for the missing value of A, (r), however, actually becomes
a tracking of some initial manifolds which are consistent
with the given and selected terminal conditions in the
sense of the fuel-optimal retrothrust control program
specified by Eq. (84), or eventually by Eqs. (110) and
(111).
As an example, the fuel-optimal retrothrust program
for a propulsive ballistic soft-landing trajectory to Mars
ha, been computed. For the characteristics of the retro-
rocke' (v, and uma.) and for the Mart . parameters
(g, b, po) the same values were applied as in the case of a
vertical soft-landing trajectory. The radius of Mars was
assumed to be
R = 11.2108 ft
The computations were carried out for the following end
conditions:
Att=0:
Altitude= 14900 ft
Path angle = 24025'
Velocity = 940 ft/s
Mass = 31.24 slugs
Att =T:
Altitude = 0
Velocity = 0
These end conditions correspond to those typical values
applied in two JPL internal documents* ,5 for calculating
trajectories for a Voyager-type
 
Martian soft-landing prob-
lem. In these same documents, the following feed-back
control law (acceleration-type thrust program) was ap-
plied for the soft-landing problem on Mars:
2
T=m(9+2S 	 (113)
where S is the slant range, related to th,- altitude h by
S = h/sin a. In terms of the mass flow rate u and alti-
tude h, the control law given by Eq. (113) corresponds to
 v2 sin
U 
= m Cg + 2h a)	 (114)vP
The justification for applying this control law is analogous
to that given for the vertical trajectory.
The numerical results obtained for the fuel-optimal
thrust program are displayed in Figs. 6 and 7. For the
sake of comparison, the results obtained by applying the
ATCL, given by Eq. (114), are also depicted in the same
figures. The adjoint variables are depicted in Fig. 8, while
Fig. 7c displays the behavior of the switching function a.
+Internal communication, Propulsive bander Control System In-
terim Report, April 18, 1967.
5lnternal communication, Voyager Standardized Soft Lander Re-
port Outline, jet Propulsion Laboratory, August 15, 1966.
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The basic results are as follows:
(1) The switching function o is a monotonic, strictly
decreasing function of time over the entire control
period. This implies that the fuel-optimal retro-
thrust control program for the ballistic soft-landing
trajectory, with the specified end conditions and
under the specified gas-dynamic drag conditions, is
a bang-bang type of control composed of only two
sections in the optimal control sequence:
U" _ (0, U...)	 (115)
(2) The fuel consumption am: (a) in the case of the
fuel-optimal thrust program is 2.74 slugs, and (b) in
the case of the ATCL, 4.23 slugs. The difference
in the consumed fuel is about 55% in favor of the
fuel-optimal thrust program (Table 2)
Table 2. Comparison of resr its for the
fuel-optimal thrust program and
the ATCL for a ballistic descen+
Required
Program
Fuel con-
sumption, Difference,
controlled
time for Difference,
,gym, slugs % so.t Innding, h
2.74 —55 40 —75Fuel-optimal
ATCL 4.23	 1 1 69
(3) The required controlled time for soft landing is 40 s
in the case of the fuel-optimal thrust program, and
69 s in the case of the ATCL. Thus, the difference
in the necessary (controlled) time for the two types
of soft-landing maneuvers is approximately 75% in
favor of the fuel-optimal thrust program. This fact
is interesting since a minimum time requirement in
the optimal control problem had not been posed.
The terminal time was merely left open.
(4) From the point of view of implementation, the fuel-
optimal thrust program has the advantage of being
a one-level constant-thrust program, while the
ATCL yields a variable thrust program.
The difference in fuel consumption for the two thrust
programs can best be explained by examining the time
histories of the drag force and path angle during the
period of the two types of control, Figs. 6c and 7b. In
the case of the fuel-optimal thrust program, the drag
decreases only slightly in the first 22.5 s when the retro-
engine is still o$. The reason for this is obvious if one
F' 6• d	 h fir
creases only slightly while the space vehicle flies to atmo-
spheric regions of greater and greater density. In the
case of the ATCL, however, the drag decreases drastically
during the first 22.5 s. The drag in the acceleration-type
burning program is four times less than the value of the
drag in the fuel-optimal thrust program at t = 22.5 s
when the retroengine is being turned on.
This again illustrates that minimizing the fuel con-
sumption does imply the maximization of the decelerat-
ing effect of the drag force during the soft-landing
maneuver; the time history of the drag force, through its
dependency on the velocity and on the altitude of the
space vehicle, is implicitly controlled by the burning pro-
gram of the retrorockets. It is observed, furthermore,
that the fuel-optimal retrothrust program considerably
lengthens the atmospheric flight path of the space vehicle.
The reason for this becomes obvious by examining Fig. 5.
During the first 22.5 s, the path angle increases less and
the velocity decreases less in the fuel-optimal thrust pro-
gram than in the acceleration-type control program, while
the space vehicle reaches roughly identical altitudes at
t = 22 s in both cases. This necessarily results in length-
ening the horizontal, and hence the total, distance traveled
by the space vehicle when controlled by the fuel-optimal
thrust program. Lengthening the total traveled path im-
plies, however, that under the specified circumstances
the slowing down effect of the drag force increases.
It is noted that the landing angle is approximately
85 deg in the case of the fuel-optimal thrust program,
while in the case of the ATCL, the landing angle is
90 deg. This insignificant difference in the landing angles
for the two ty=)es of thrust programs, however, has to be
expected since: no constraint was imposed on the terminal
value of the path angle in formulating the fuel-optimal
control problem for a ballistic trajectory.
In the numerical calculations presented, the pluming
effects (that is, the change in aerodynamics due to the
retroengine's exhaust plumes) were not considered be-
cause of a lack of adequate quantitative description of
these effects.
VI. Conclusion
The main results of this study can be summarized as
follows:
(1) The fuel-optimal retrothrust control program for a
propulsive soft-landing maneuver under the influ-
ence of drag, which depends quadratically on the
examines rg.	 urmg t e st 22.5 s tare velocrty de-
	 velocity and inverse-exponentially on the altitude, is
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(a) in the case of vertical trajectories, always a
bang-bang type of control
T- _ (0, T..,,)	 (118)
and, (b) in the case of gravity-turn b zllistic trajec-
tories, with the specified end conditions as well as
atmospheric parameters, also a bang-bang type of
control
T* _ (0, Tm„)	 (117)
(2) Having specified the character of the fuel-optimal
retrothrust control programs, Eqs. (116-117), we
reduced the synthesis of these programs to det,^r-
mining a switching hypersurface:
F, (h, v, m) = 0, for vertical trajectories
(118a)
F2
 (h, a, v, m) = 0, for ballistic trajectories
(118b)
for given atmospheric parameters and retrorocket
characteristics. The development of the switching
hypersurface, Eqs. (118a) and (118b) can be eased
by integrating the canonical equations (or, eventu-
ally, only the system equations) in backward time.
The switching hypersurface can then be obtained as
tabulated numbers with the time, or, with the mass,
as parameters.
(3) The numerical results clearly demonstrate the supe-
riority of the fuel-optimal retrothrust control pro-
grams over other types of control law proposed and
applied elsewhere. This applies to (a) fuel consump-
tion, (b) necessary controlled time, and (c) imple-
mentation. The reduction of the necessary controlled
time and the simplicity of implementing the fuel-
optim.l control program are consequences rather
than conditions of the formulated optimal control
problem. They can be ^-egardod as fringe benefits of
fuel optimality.
It is needless to emphasize that the fuel-optimal retro-
thrust programs, given by Eqs. (116-118b), are open-
loop control laws which are necessarily very sensitive to
changes in the values of the involved parameters, as well
as to the accuracy in determining the state variables
at a single instant of time. The practical mechanization
aspects of the fuel-optimal retrothrust control law are
beyond the scone of this study. Two means are mentioned,
however, by which the inherent difficulties of the open-
loop optimal-control law can be circumvented in the pres-
ent problem. For example, a closure section may be
introduced into, the retrothrust control program by termi-
natin.! the fiici-optimal full-thrust phase, say, at h = 200 ft
and v = 100 ft/s. From there on, a suitable feed-back con-
trol might be applied until h = v = 0 is reached. Intro-
ducing a closure section might be necessary for other
reasons, too. The uncertainties in the involved atmospheric
parameter values, as well as in the determination of state
variables, can be also improved considerably by applica-
tion of a proper nonlinear sequential-estimation technique
in a few seconds prior to the initiation of the terminal
phase of a soft-landing mission.e
It is believed, therefore, that the present fuel-
optimization study can be used as a guide for developing
a system which accomplishes a soft-landing mission with
an efficient utilization of fuel.
BA proper nonlinear sequential-estimation technique related to the
soft-landing problem under the !nfluence of drag will be treated in
a subsequent report.
3
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Appendix A
State Constraints
The vertical or gravity-turn ballistic motions of a rocket-
thrusted space vehicle are restricted to the following
bounded region of state space during a propulsive soft-
lan0ng maneuver:
0!!9h  < h„ ,	 altitude
0 < a, < a G 7r/2,	 path angle-
0 -!^5 v < v„ ,	 velocity
0 < m ^ m„ ,	 mass
where ho, a,,, v,,, and m. are given numbers (initial values).
These state constraints seem to indicate that the appli-
cation of the Restricted Maximum Principle, Ref. 3, would
be an adequate procedure in searching for the fuel-
optimal retrothrust control program for a soft-landing
maneuver under the influence of drag. It can be easily
shown, however, that this is not the case since all the
described state constraints are natural constraints; that is,
they do belong internally to the nature of the problem
instead of being imposed externally on it.
Since there is no lifting force present, and the thrust
direction is fixed such that it always acts antiparallel to
the velocity vector, as does the drag force, there neces-
sarily is a (t) > a,,. The other boundary a ^ -/2 is also
a natural constraint since there are no forces acting in a
direction other than parallel or antiparallel to -/2 when
-/2 has been reached. This fact also has the consequence
that the trajectory remains vertical when it starts or when
it becomes vertical.
The restriction m (t) -L= ma is a natural consequence of
the constraint on the control u (= mass flow rate) which
is 0 15^ u (t) --!5^ u... This implies that m can only decrease
or be constant since m = —u. The lower boundary
M (t; r) > 0 is a natural consequence of the assumption
that there is sufficient control capability (= amount of
fuel) on board to stop the space vehicle. That is, it is
assumed that there exists at least one admissible thrust
program which can stop the space vehicle at zero alti-
tude. This is essentially a question of selecting the retro-
rocket's parameters (u,,,, =
 and v,) properly. It is also noted
that leaving the terminal time r free in the formulation
of the optimal control problem is consistent with the
ass,:mpti :)n of the existence of at least one admissible
thrust program which can accomplish the soft-landing
maneuver with the prescribed end conditions.
Furthermore, to show that the phase restrictions on
the altitude as well as on the velocity are natural conse-
quences of the problem statement, the Restricted Maxi-
mum Principle (Ref. 3) is referenced. This principle states
that for the bounded-state variable problem, the optimal
trajectory consists of segments for which the trajectory
is inside the constraint, and of segments for which the
trajectory is on the constraint. In the first case, the optimal
control satisfies the Unrestricted Maximum Principle; that
is, the Hamiltonian, given by Eq. (4), remains unchanged
for that part of the optimal trajectory. In the second case,
the. optimal control is determined by holding the trajectory
on the constraint. This implies that the Hamiltonian, as
given by Eq. (4), has to be augmented for this part of the
optimal trajectory. It is obvious, however, that a trajectory
segment with v = 0 and h > 0 cannot be a part of th,
optimal trajectory since it necessarily would require more
integrated retrothrust effort to stop the space vehicle at
h > 0, and, after maintaining it there, to stop it again
at h = 0, than to stop it only once at h = 0. On the other
hand, there is no physical possibility for realizing h = 0
with v :f- 0 in a finite time interval. The only way to
realize h = 0 in a finite time interval is to keep h = v = 0
simultaneously. Achieving h = v = 0 simultaneously,
however, is the termination of the control process itself,
which is an instantaneous event. It is concluded, there-
fore, that the implications of the Restricted Maximum
Principle and the dynamics of the system as well as the
control problem itself exclude the possibility of having
values other than 0 < h < h,,, 0 < v < v„ on the optimal
trajectory in a finite time interval.
This completes the demonstration of the statement that
the described restrictions on the state space are natural
constraints, which, being natural constra ints, do not re-
quire the application of the Restricted Maximum Prin-
ciple in t-.,- present problem. In other words, the maximum
principle in its unrestricted form, as it is employed in this
report, is indeed the adequate principle for the optimiza-
ton problem in question.
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Appendix B
The Physical Consequences of Fuel Optimality
It can be easily demonstrated that in the absence of
drag the fuel -optimal and time-optimal retrrothrust con-
trol program6 fir the vertical-trajectory soft -landing prob-
lem are equivalent. We put D = 0 in Eq. (22). Since
Equation (B-4), combined with Eq. (B-8), results in
r
	
J = m (0) 1 — exp 1	 D' (h, v) dt — v (0) — gr
	
Ur	 n
(B-7)
M dt In (m)	 and	 m = — u
Equation (22) then reads
dtv=g+v^TIn(m)
which, integrated in [0, r] yields
This expression shows that in the presence of drag the
fuel-optimal and time-optimal retrotbrust control pro-
grams can not be claimed to be equivalent since the
maximum value of the exponential in Eq. (B-7), which
(B-1)	 implies the minimum value of J, also clearly depends on
r
.a
v (r) = v (0) + gr + v. In I m (0)] (B-2)
In order to achieve v (7) = 0, Eq. (B-2) gives form ( r)
m (r) = m (0) exp o [ —v (0) — d (B-3)
The integral form of the minimum fuel consumption per-
formance index 1 is
1=
	
 J T 
mdt = m (0) — m (r) = Am	 (B-4)
0
Equation (134), combined with Eq. (B-3), results in
	
J = m (0) { I — exp U 1
—t)(0)   — gr]	 (B-5)
which clearly shows that J is a monotonic, strictly increas-
ing function of the terminal time r. Hence, minimizing r
is equivalent to minimizing J, since m (0), v (0), ve, and g
are fixed constants.
In the presence of drag, however, when D =A 0 in
Eq. (22), for m (r) we obtain
r
M (7) = m (0) exp Ve 
0 
D' (h, v) dt — v (0) — gr^
(B-6)
where
D' (h, v) = D (m' v) , reduced drag
that is, on the integrated time history of the drag force
and not on the terminal time alone. In addition, Eq. (B-7)
also shows that the fuel -optimal retrothrust program
necessarily implies the relative maximization of the decel-
erating effect of the drag force during the soft-landing
maneuver.
In the case of ballistic trajectories, Eqs. (B -5) and (B-7)
must be modified to
(	 I1= m (0) { 1 — exp — C — v (0) — g (r' sin a (t) dt
ttt	 v,	 /o
(B-8)
and
J = m (0) 1 — exp 11
ve
X 
L 
r r D' (h, v) dt — v (0) — gr T sin a (t) dt)
(B-9)
Equation (B-8) shows that in the absence of drag the -nini-
mization of J implies the minimization of tl • e total path
and not the minimization of the terminal time; Equa-
tion (B -9) shows that in the presence of drag the mini-
mization of J still implies the relative maximization of
the decelerating effect of the drag force during a ballistic
soft-landing maneuver. Finally, it must be remembered
that the time history of the drag is implicitly controlled
by the retrotbrust program since the drag is a position-
and velocity-dependent force.
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Nomenclature
D drag force
G performance index (maximum final mass)
F' Hamiltonian
I performance index (minimum fuel consumption)
K constant, related to the drag
R radius of the planet
T thrust, T = v,u
Tm.,, maximum thrust
U admissible control set
b atmospheric scale factor
g acceleration of gravity
h altitude
m mass
n exponent of tl!c, velocity
s ground range
t time
u control (mass flow rate)
um.i maximum mass flow rate
u.,, singular control (variable mass flow rate)
v velocity
ve exhaust velocity of the burning gas
xi state variables (defined in different ways in Sec-
tions IV ai.d V)
a path angle
Ai adjoint variables
o switching function
r terminal t: -ie
` denotes optimal trajectories
• (dot) denotes time derivative
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Introduction:
-	 In this second paper of a series' on configuration inter-
- action (CI) in	 do	 configurations, the interaction matrix
-elements between the eore excitation
	
It41'+1dn+1
	
and the
=	 do	 configuration are calculated and tabulated. 	 This weak
interaction is one of the five basin types of CI discussed.
by Rasnak and Wybourne:.
As noted in Paper I,-the accumulative effect of these weak
interactions should lead to further depression of the higher
excited term-multiplets.
	
However, it is generally accepted
that only a complete CI treatment, including both strong
and weakly interacting configurations, will erase this major-_
remaining discrepancy between theoretically-predicted and
the observed energy level schemes.	 Since this problem is-
currently insurmountable, we must be content.for the present
to introduce all the available CI into our calculations in
hopes that -these additional refinements will further enhance
the value of	 our model.
13. A. Barnes,-B. L. Carroll and L. M. Flores, J. Chem.
Phys., (To be published), hereafter referred to as Paper I.
2K. Rasnak and B. G. Wybourne, Phys. Rev. 1322, 280 (1963).
•	 4
Confiauration Interaction Matrix Elements
To.obtain the second-order correction to the Coulomb matrix
elements, we apply
`CI = ' E (lnySL I He I $) (#I He I lny SL)
As noted in Paper I, AEA may be approximated by the average	 _-
energy separration,_ AE , of the In configuration and the
particular perturbing configuration to allow the summation
over the perturbing states, , to be simplified.
To apply Eq. (1), we must evaluate the matrix elements
(1ny3Llrtl#)., where He is the Coulomb operator, between
the interacting configurations, do and 1141' +ldn+l
These matrix elements are given by the general expressions,
_(1nySL ' H all n+l(Yf,SIILII ) [1,41 +ls],SL)
S11-S-8
	 (n+l) 2S " +1)(2L "+1) 1/2
n+1X	 E(1	 :r{ In )(-1n U(k) 1n )
k 	 ^	
^ ^	 III	 ^^ ^	
-
L L k
X	
(k, 1111' )
1 L" f2
' ^ (1n+1^^ i { (1ntD} (-1)L"+1+L
k (21+1 ; '
X	 0(k,llll')
	 ,	 (2)
i'	 3
where
n(k,1111)	 (11 IC	 II)( 1 IIC	 I11_)R (1111)
and sum over	 k	 is- given by
k „ 11-1 1 1	 ,	 ..., min (21,1+1-1)
In Eq. - (2) ,v the reduced matrix elements of the tensor
-	 operators	 TJ(k)	 and- C(k)	 are given by
J 1nYS1. 1 IU(k)`
l 
1 1nY'g'L'
1/2
n((2L+1)(2L +(1 7^^1 1 	=1f),I)}
X ( ln-lj.Sr 	 In '3'L')(-1)L+L+le
L	 k	 L'
X	
=	 _	 (3)
2	 L	 2
and
(111Ck 111')	 (-1)l((21+1)(21'+1))1/2 	
l	 k	 Y	
(4)
-	 0	 0	 0
In Eqs.	 (1), (3) and (4),
a	 b	 c	 a	 b	 c
and
Id
g
0	 0	 0	 e	 f
are the Wigner 3
-
3 and 6-j symbols.	 The coefficients	 -
(lnySL(lln-lY'S'L I )	 are the-coefficients of fractional
parentage introduced by Racah'.
	
The reduced matrix elements
'G. RacahPhys. Rev. 62. 438 =( 1942)
. 6 , 307 (1943);,
of U(k) and appropriate fractional parentage coefficients
have been-tabulated by -Nielson and Koster'6 . The integral
Rk(-1111'), occurring in Rq. (2) 2 is the Slater integrals.
Discussion - of Tables:
Tables I - III present a tabulation of the matrix-elements,
n	 n+l " 
"^ l-. :41 t+1,	 - 3	 4{d 3L^HC ^d (	 3 L )1	 ,SL) , for the d 	 d
and- d5 configurations, respectively. The calculations were
performed in single precision - on the Univac 1108 computer.
An accuracy of seven-significant figures has been established.
The matrix elements for a given dn-dn+11'41'+1 interaction
are 1A.sted in-columns below the interacting configurations.
Each matrix element is formed. = from the sum of the appropriate
Slater integrals .,Rk, multiplied by the coefficients of the
Integrals presented -in the tables-.
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